
Ambiance

Standards of Performance

 (Revised August 2021)

By

Date

TEMPERATURE Are all heating and A/C units working properly?

Is the dining room temperature appropriate for the season; comfortable? 

(I.E. Guests are not eating with their coats on)

LIGHTING Are there any lightbulbs burnt out?

Are there any cobwebs visible on light fixtures?

RESTROOMS

Public

Are the walls, mirrors, and floors spotless, toilets flushed, countertop 

wiped dry, odor suppressors in place and working, and no debris 

anywhere?

Is there a fresh flower arrangement displayed on the women's counter?

Crewmember 

Restroom and 

Break Area

Same as public. (Note: Although the guest cannot see this area, its 

condition largely affects how the crew feels about their workplace, and 

that has a large affect on the guest experience.)

DINING ROOM Do the front doors need cleaned?

Do any windows need cleaned?

Are there any cleaning supplies, waste baskets, buckets, or cleaning tools 

visible to the guest?

Are there any handwritten, typed notes or notices of any kind visible to the 

guest?

Is the dining room and host stand clutter free?

Are the fireplaces turned on and the fireplace glass clean like new? (When 

outside temperature is at or below 60F)

Are tables and chairs set exactly the same according to restaurants 

diagram?

Are all table tents clean and in good condition?

Are sugar bowls and S&P shakers completely full?

Are highchairs and baby slings clean like new?

Are there any broken tables or chairs that need repaired? If yes, remove 

from service immediately.

Are there any booths that need the vinyl repaired?

FLOORING Are there any broken floor tiles or torn vinyl flooring?

Are there any tears or stains on the carpet?  

WALLS/CEILING Are there any damaged walls, chipped paint or torn wallpaper? 

Are the HVAC vents clean and dust free?

Are all blinds in working condition?

MUSIC Is only the approved programming playing?

Is the music loud enough such that lyrics to vocals can easily be 

understood, and no louder?

SERVICE AREAS
Are there any shelves, walls, and/or equipment that need cleaned to meet 

the clean like new standard?  

Are the wet floor signs, mop buckets, trash bins clean like new?

Is ALL equipment is in good working order?

EXTERIOR Is all exterior signage and lighting functioning?

Are the sidewalks and parking lot free of trash?

Is the landscaping free of weeds and trash?

Are the outsides of the windows clean?

Does the building exterior, including the roof need to be cleaned?

Completed by 8am and 4 pm daily

Yes No Corrective Action Taken


